
What happens when you flip 
Vans?



Abstract

In this experiment we were trying to find out if vans ONLY land right side up.We 
also used different type of surfaces like carpet,floor tile,legos,or pillows.What we 
expected was that the Vans were going to land on legos because of the grip. But 
actually the legos were not the best surface because when we flipped the shoe it 
went on a different surface but still landed right side up.



BIG Question

How will the surface affect Vans when thrown?

Whenever we are getting ready we put on shoes so we don’t hurt ourselves, we 
need them to protect our feet! In this experiment we will test how  changing the 
surfaces affect how Vans shoes land when thrown.In this experiment we are 
testing surfaces that are hard and fluffy. So we had to throw vans but we had to 
collect the data so we could check how it happened and if it flipped right side up or 
down.



Materials

For our materials we will need:

Floor tile

Carpet

Pillows

Legos

Vans



Hypothesis

Our hypothesis is that vans will always land right side up on tile because  the tile is a hard surface making the vans 
flip on it is easier for the van to land right side up. We think this because the soul is heavier to make the weight equal 
on each side so it can land right side up.

Our hypothesis is that when we flip it on the carpet it might land because  we saw the carpet it wasn’t as hard as the 
tile so we said it might land right side up.We said this because the carpet was fluffy and soft so when we throw it it 
might bounce and land  right side up or upside down.

Our hypothesis was that the pillow surface would decrease the landing of the vanss.We think this because the vans 
where to heavy for the pillows so when it landed the pillow would push it back up, rebound (bounce back) and make it 
land upside down.

Our hypothesis is that legos would increase the landing of vans because the connecting parts to build stuff with would 
stick  the bottom of the vans shoes because it has more grip.We think this because the lego pieces would stay on the 
bottom of the shoe because the vans have shape on the bottom of the vans.



Procedure

First,we flipped the shoe on the floor tile to determine if the shoe is going 
to land right side up.Secondly,we tried flipping the shoe on the carpet 5 
times to see is it will land.Then,me and my group flipped the van on three 
pillows to see if it landed the right way/right side up.Lastly, we tried flipping 
the shoe on Legos to see if it will land five times.Then we collected all the 
data! 



Data
Different 
Surfaces

Tile Carpet Pillow Lego

Trial    1 Landed Landed Landed Landed

Trial    2 Didn’t land Landed Didn’t land Landed

Trial    3 Didn’t land Landed Didn’t land Landed

Trial    4 Landed Landed Landed Landed

Trial    5 Landed Didn’t land Landed Landed



Conclusion 

Our results supported our hypothesis,and we know this because our data shows 
that the shoes  landed right side up  3 times on tile.For carpet, they landed right 
side up 4 times.For pillows, they landed right side up 3 times and for legos they 
landed right side up 5 times.



Reflection

If we did this experiment again we would change the surfaces such as rocks,dirt,or 
mud. We would like to try flipping the shoe from the laces. I would also invite more 
friends to flip the shoes with us because we had so much fun flipping our Vans. 

We had fun flipping the vans and would also like to test other shoes to see if the 
would land right side up, too. Some shoes we want to test are: vans high 
top,converses,Huarach,crocs,jordans,air forces.


